
Butterfly Drills 

Drills are done to focus on one part of the stroke. It will over correct in some cases to make swimmers aware 

of what they are doing. Drills should be done in sets of 25yds or 50yds. I like to do 5 x 50 drills and then 1 x 

100yd swim of the stroke that is being focused on.  

 

1. Streamline Dolphin Kick on back 

Purpose: To help build a strong streamline and core strength. This is also a great drill for Butterfly. 

How to: Push off the wall in streamline position with a strong dolphin kick. Try to stay underwater as long as 

possible. Once surfaced continue to dolphin kick on your back. 

 

2. 3 right, 3 left, 3 full 

Purpose: Help practice each arm individually and keep arms long and strong. 

How to: Start by streamlining dolphin kick off the wall. Start with your right arm, keeping your left arm 

extended in streamline position. 3 pulls with your right arm, place your right hand on your left hand and 

switch to 3 pulls with your left arm leaving your right arm extended in streamline position. After your 3 single 

left arm pulls place left hand on right hand and do 3 full pulls.  

 

3. Underwater Dolphin kick with fins 

Purpose: Help breath control and power of kick. 

How to: Put fins on. This drill should be done swimming in the middle to bottom of the pool depth. You want 

to use the zero gravity feel that the water creates to help with strengthening and making your kick smaller and 

faster. Streamline underwater dolphin kick as long as you can, when you need to breath start to ascend to the 

surface take your breath with a butterfly pull and start your descent to work on your kick.  

 

4. 3 kicks, 1 pull 

Purpose: Help with recovery and kicking with the pull in butterfly. 

How to: It is important that your dolphin kick aides in your pull. Otherwise butterfly is even more taxing on the 

shoulders. You want to have a downward kick as you start your pull and kick up to finish your pull. The third 

kick will come in as the hands are in recovery position/streamline after finishing the pull.  

 

In butterfly we want to avoid doing 2 kicks, 1 pull. You want to kick with your pull. If possible, try to avoid 

breathing with every pull. Try going for every other or every third pull if possible. 


